


Available Coatings

V-Squared Panels nest together requiring 1/2 to 1/3 of the space of ordinary panels.

This exclusive breakthrough design solves your biggest storage headaches, both

at the site and in your yard. 

V-Squared Panels are strong yet weigh as much as 20% less than traditional

panels reducing the risk of back strain and injury. The nesting design is self-

aligning which makes stacking straight, fast and easy. Panels can easily slide

across one another without snagging. 

Since V-Squared Panels stack in less than half the space of ordinary panels you

can fit more panels on a truck—saving trips, labor and fuel. The nesting design

eliminates panel-on-panel shifting simplifying transportation and reducing strap

damage. That’s efficiency you can take to the bank.

Panels increasingly are the product of choice providing the flexibility to remove or

relocate sections of fence permitting access to efficiently move equipment or

access easements. V-Squared’s easy handling design makes it that much simpler.

Using tested design concepts and value engineering in new and creative ways,

V-Squared Panels deliver the strength you need and the performance you have been

missing. Heavy four-gauge framing wires and the custom roll formed shape option

combine with your choice of coatings for a panel with years of life and customer

acceptance. The all welded construction of V-Squared eliminates snagging, loose

fabric and sloppy or less secure connections common with traditional panels. 

Construction site theft is at all time highs and is reported as adding as much as 1% to

the cost of a new home. The V-Squared Panel’s welded, heavy gauge wire design and

2 3/8" mesh spacing combines with secure hardware to provide your customers with

an unmatched level of security at an affordable price. 

The look of the V-Squared Panel not only redefines construction fencing it is perfect for

events as well. It makes an upscale statement with a clean updated look your customers

will prefer. V-Squared gives your customers a temporary fence with an image that lives

up to their standards…and your own.

The V-Squared system offers so many advantages, yet remains surprisingly affordable.
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REVOLUTIONARY SOLUTIONS—REAL BENEFITS.

The revolutionary design of the V-Squared panel can radically change your

cost of doing business. Snagged wires, shifted loads, extra trips and storage

headaches are now all a thing of the past.

JOIN THE V-SQUARED REVOLUTION TODAY!

Post Systems Stand Systems

Pre-galvanized

Quality pre-galvanized

components are

welded and each weld

point is treated with a

zinc rich paint.

HD Galvanized

Welded mesh is hot dip

galvanized after fabrication.

Steel uprights can be pre-

galvanized or galvanized

with the mesh. 

Powder Coated

Pre-galvanized steel

receives a zinc phosphate

treatment followed by

exterior grade polyester

powder finish. Special

colors are also available.

Transform your rental panel business with revolutionary V-Squared™ Panels.

The solution
has arrived.

From start to finish, the Patent Pending V-Squared Panel systems are

designed with your needs in mind. Transportation and storage headaches

become a thing of the past with our exclusive nesting designs that fit two

to three times more panels in the same space as ordinary panels. The all

welded design of V-Squared systems don’t snag so they are easier to

handle and stack straight and fast. Whether your

focus is events or construction sites, the fresh

clean styling of V-Squared comes in a style and

finish that will meet your budget and distinguish

you from the competition.


